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We are very lucky to have attracted an exceptionally high calibre of teaching staff to facilitate your
learning on our revision courses.  Not only will you receive tutelage from chief and principal
examiners, but you will also cover key syllabus topics with expert and passionate teachers.

Exceptional teachers:  Chemistry revision course and Business Studies revision course

Teachers such as David, popular Head of Sixth Form at his well-respected independent school and
an exceptional Chemistry teacher, who is one of our teachers for our Chemistry revision course;
Mark is one of our Business Studies teachers and is both Head of Department at his school and a
published author who is keen to â€œmake it realâ€• with bringing entertaining examples from the everyday
into making our Business Studies revision course memorable.

Physics revision course teacher â€“ achieved in the 99.64 percentile out of 27000 candidates for the
graduate aptitude test in Engineering

If you choose to take our Physics revision course in London, you are likely to meet our high-
achieving teacher, Anant.  With a degree in Pharmaceutical Science, a Masters in Biomedical
Engineering and part-way through his PhD in Physics, he teaches undergraduate students at
Imperial College as well as A-Level students privately and with local Sixth Form colleges - achieving
exceptional results with his tuition.

Sorbonne teacher for our French revision course

For your French revision course, you will probably have the pleasure and enthusiasm of being
taught by Joanne, whose achievements include graduating from St Johnâ€™s College Cambridge for
her first degree and with a Masters in French Literature from UCL.  She has taught Literature in
Paris for two years at the Sorbonne University and for several years has privately taught A Level
French for Oxbridge candidates.

Energetic, effective, expert â€“ Chemistry revision course teacher

Pippa is another of our brilliant Chemistry teachers.  She is deputy Head of Department for Science
at a very large college and is hugely enthusiastic â€“ no one fails to be engaged with Pippa.  She has
taught successfully since 1995, bringing student-friendly technology to supporting Chemistry
homework and she is also a keen runner â€“ keep an eye out for her in the London Marathon next year!

Maths revision course teacher â€“ international experience

With extensive A Level and IB teaching experience in Milan as well as Paris, with his current school,
Russell is also former Head of Department with a large UK school.  Russell is one of our IB Maths
teachers for our IB and A Level Maths revision course who believes it essential to build confidence
in his students through starting with what they know and consolidating knowledge, linking concepts
to ensure that they are easy to understand and memorable.

These are just a handful of profiles for a handful of subjects.  Feel welcome to ask us about the
profiles of the teachers youâ€™ll be having in your revision class and we know youâ€™ll be as impressed as
we are proud to have them in our team.  Visit us at http://www.examconfidence.co.uk.
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Richard  Riddell - About Author:
Exam confidence delivers outstanding exam revision courses for GCSE, A Levels and IB that are
unit specific, exam board specific and tailored to your individual learning needs. So, if you are
looking out for a Biology A2 Revision Course, a Physics A2 Revision Course, a Chemistry A2
Revision Course or revision courses for any other subject, Visit here
http://www.examconfidence.co.uk
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